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ABSTRACT
We present a specially-designed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for separating the singing voice from
monaural recordings of pop music. The design principle
is that we strive to match the pre-and-post processing procedures with what the network architecture is originally
designed for. Our result shows that our CNN outperforms
two state-of-the-art Singing Voice Separation systems and
the rPCA baseline by 1.7973 ∼ 6.1506 dB GNSDR gain
on the iKala dataset. This result encourages a further study
of our CNN design on another datasets.
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1. MOTIVATION
Although deep learning has been shown to benefit singing
voice separation (SVS) systems in two major evaluation
campaigns, namely the MIREX 1 and the SiSEC [6], we
believe further improvement can be made. We note that
though multiple SVS systems used in the aforementioned
campaigns include deep learning networks, those networks
were often designed for other problems and were later altered for use in a SVS task. We propose that, by instead
using a deep learning network which was designed from
the ground-up to be suitable for SVS, we can create a system which outperforms the state-of-the-art.
2. OUR CNN DESIGN
2.1 Pre-Processing
The network input for most current SVS is a magnitude
spectrogram, either linear or mel-scaled, which is treated
as an image. Thus, as the objective of the SVS is to extract
the singing voice spectrogram from the mixture spectrogram, we treat the SVS task as the image segmentation.
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Configuration

Number of
Trainable Parameters
(Xavier’s initializer [2])

(9 × 2049) = 18, 441
32@(3 × 12), Stride 1
(3 × 12) × 32 + 32
Zero Pad, ReLU [4]
= 1,184
16@(3 × 12), Stride 1
(3 × 12) × 32 × 16 + 16
Zero Pad, ReLU [4]
= 18,448
Non-Overlap (1 × 12) reshapes
input size to (9 × 171) = 1,539
64@(3 × 12), Stride 1
(3 × 12) × 16 × 64 + 64
Zero Pad, ReLU [4]
= 36,928
32@(3 × 12), Stride 1
(3 × 12) × 64 × 32 + 32
Zero Pad, ReLU [4]
= 73, 760
Non-Overlap (1 × 12) reshapes
input size to (9 × 15) = 135
Dropout [7] with probability 0.5
135 × 32 × 2,048 + 2,048
2,048 Neurons, ReLu [4]
= 8,849,408
Dropout [7] with probability 0.5
2,048 × 512 + 512
512 Neurons, ReLu [4]
= 1,049,088
512 × 18,441 + 18,441
18,441 Neurons, Sigmoid
= 9,460,233

Objective Function: Cross Entropy

Total: 19, 489, 049

Table 1. Network Architecture of our CNN
Since SVS is an image segmentation task, we use a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) proposed in [4],
which has been shown to benefit this task. Some stateof-the-art systems instead use a Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) [3] or a bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (BLSTM) Network [8], but this is unnecessary; these
systems are designed to capture temporal change, but such
change can more simply be captured by providing several
consecutive frames as the network input. As such, rather
than pass a single frame of the spectrogram at a time into
the system like current algorithms do, we pass an excerpt
of 9 frames at a time. Our prior work has shown that 9
frames and 4× zero padding factor on FFT Size provide
for sufficient temporal and spectral cues [5].
2.2 Network Architecture
Table 1 shows our CNN architecture along with the configuration. We set the objective function to be the cross
entropy with sigmoid, and we define the training target as
the Ideal Binary Mask (IBM) of the singing voice [10]
2.3 Post-Processing
The network output of current state-of-the-art SVS is assumed to be the estimated magnitude spectrogram of the
ground truth singing voice. This assumption is due to
the objective function such systems use, namely the Magnitude Spectrum Approximation (MSA). However, this

Pair

Singing Voice
F(1,98)
p-value

Music Accompaniment
F(1,98)
p-value

CNN,MC
CNN,IIY
CNN,rPCA
MC,IIY
MC,rPCA
IIY,rPCA

5.3481
0.0228
9.2806
0.0030
47.9577 4.5855 × 10−10 76.0115 7.2677 × 10−14
50.8079 1.7456 × 10−10 122.6471 5.7306 × 10−19
17.9755 5.0706 × 10−5 35.8675 3.4918 × 10−8
22.838 6.1939 × 10−6 66.96450 1.0299 × 10−12
1.5871
0.2107
1.5620
0.2143

Table 2. One-way ANOVA result for the significant difference of GNSDR between each pair of the SVS systems.
Figure 1. The NSDRs distribution of each SVS algorithm.
The marks x indicate the GNSDRs of each SVS algorithm.
The ideal GNSDR of the singing voice and the music accompaniment are 15.1944 dB and 14.4359 dB respectively.
makes the usual post-processing steps, such as applying
a Wiener Filter to create the ratio mask of the estimated
singing voice spectrogram, incomprehensible.
Instead, we define the output of our systems’ CNN to be
the ratio mask of the estimated singing voice spectrogram.
After we reshape the CNN output from (1 × 18,441) to
(9 × 2,049), we perform element-wise multiplication between the ratio mask and the mixture magnitude spectrogram, to obtain the estimated singing voice spectrogram
mV . To combine these mV into a single spectrogram for
a test song, we concatenate the central frames of this mV .
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